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v1 Draft
11.06: Rick: thank you attending the KF 186th Knowledge Seekers Workshop. We are
happy to have Mr. Keshe with us.
K: good morning, good day to you as usual wherever and whenever you listen to these
Knowledge Seekers’ workshops. I would like to mention a few things that are important
for you to understand and then we will go into the depth of the teaching much deeper so
that we understand more as we expand.
K: there is a message for KF Chinese members. Please refer back to QQ which is set up
for Chinese members for the meetings tomorrow morning at 8 o’clock Beijing time. It is
important that every Chinese participates, or at least will be there. It is the beginning of
the setup of the KF teachings and the organizing as we promised that will support the KF
China in a different way as there are so many Chinese that work around the KF. We are
trying to bring some organization into it and establishment of the KF management team
that we are looking into and which is getting done.
K: We will do KF websites and KF will totally support manufacturing and the people
and scientists who have been working around the foundation. We are looking for you
tomorrow morning and I will join on QQ or World Chat. We can go to the next step. We
try to organize the teachings directly into Chinese. Then the teaching will be translated
back to English to bring the knowledge from the Chinese into KF worldwide. This is
important for us in the steps which are taking place and to create the condition where the
Chinese community are working and collaborating the way we used to do two years ago.
We bring it back in so the Chinese have their own teachings and workshops in the
Chinese language. We go through the same process as Kfssi but in the Chinese language.
These are part of the structures we promised to bring and now we are ready to go. KF
China has been set up in what we call Keshe China, QQ. This KF point of teachings
from now on will have the development of KF management in China in the next few
months. Then we will go into supporting all the KF Chinese people who have produced
or manufactured or gained knowledge. We would like you to teach so there is no need
for translation and everything will be in Chinese and some of the work can be translated
into other languages.
K: the next point for us is that we have good news from South Sudan of those who have
signed the peace treaty. We have received some pictures from the non-profit
organization and the governmental offices to attend the conference. They have signed the
peace treaty and we have a picture of it in the background. This is important as we take
the steps into the governmental sections in different countries that they would like to be
taught as we heard from one of the delegations last week. We will concentrate heavily in
Africa to expand the knowledge now through the African nations. This is beautiful to see
what has been achieved and how this has been achieved. It is important that we can bring
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everything and we support all the African nations. We will go to Liberia, Togo, Kenya,
Uganda and South Africa to support manufacturing in a very short time. Please stay in
touch with the foundation as we are moving quickly into Africa nations as this is our
priority.
K: KF in Ghana will go back into production in the next few weeks. We organize all the
equipment to be shipped from China to set up the standard procedure. Those of you
looking for support in Ghana please stay in touch with Benjamin. We are on course to
equip the facilities and then expand to 2000 to 3000 meters. We are happy to hear what
has happened in Ghana and we are on court and in line and moving from smaller
premises to much larger premises.
K: there is a message from us to Alecz. We are sad to hear what has happened to you and
we are glad that you are back and I hope you have a rapid recovery. It is part of the work
which happens and it is unfortunate that one of the members of the KF Earth Council
(EC) and was badly damaged and attacked and he is back on the course to recovery. We
wish you all the best and we hope you recover very rapidly
K: we have a question in the Universal Council (UC) in the wake of the set up of the KF
UC group of 12. There is a misunderstanding because people are reading one section of
the mandate and not the totality. You have to go further up as you come down. The
membership for the UC is for life as long as you feel you can serve humanity towards
peace and share of knowledge. The position of the 12 seats is that it allows every
member to be in one seat for 12 months and to move across different circles of
knowledge and what we call understanding the technology and the language. It has been
misunderstood and some people think the UC are for one year. There is no such thing.
You have to read the structure that is set up. You have the 12 center chairs with each
chair being part of the second twelve.
K: Rick do you have the pictures of the Dubai UC mandates? This means that every year
one of the members of the 12 moves to the center seat or the seat of the next circle. This
is important so that is does not create permanent members in each circle. This means that
everybody stays as One Nation, One Planet and we get to know each other better. Then
we understand each others’ work that we see in different circles in what operation has
been taken in according to the language. This is the only reason it has been done. We do
not create a permanent seat as the permanent seats have always caused problems when
people think they are there for good. Therefore after one year you can take a seat in the
center seat of the councils. Then in any shape or form, they are all center. When we
rotate everyone rotates together and there is no restriction on this section. This is
important for everyone to know because apparently this has been raised before that the
membership is only for one year. It is for life as long as you think you can serve the
council to the best of your ability to be the cause and initiator of peace and the spread of
knowledge among all men. This is important for us and this has to be part of the work of
the UC.
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20.59 K: we are moving very rapidly in the direction of One Nation, One Planet and there
will be some announcements in the coming time to take us very rapidly to what we
wished. We stay on course for the development of One Nation. The charter for humanity
is being drawn up in the background by the councils. It is important for those of you who
become members or are members to understand the charter has to be connected to the
soul of the man and that way is connected to the soul of the universe. That is the only
way we work and it is not just the physicality but by understanding the soul of the man
which is the manifestation of the physicality of the man. This is part of our
understanding. Then as we go into the teaching today I will try to expand on this a little
bit more because it is important for us to understand where and how this is going to
expand and where it is going to take us.
K: in this understanding as we can the circle of knowledge stands and stays at 144 and
this means the 12 become part of the 12. (22.19 screen shots). This is important for all of
us. The totality creates the Universal council and now at the moment we have about 26
members of 26 different language of the world. We cover a huge majority of the
languages of the world. The Russian member has withdrawn as according to her she
cannot serve. The Russian seat has been opened up. If anybody thinks they can serve the
council with the Russian language you apply for the seat. It is simple the way the set up
is. We have the position open in the Iranian Council for the Persian language that is open
as Dr. Parviz has moved to the EC. There are a number of languages which need to be
fulfilled and to be extended. Those of you in different languages, who think you can be
part of the universal council, please put your request in as you for joining to become a
member of the UC. The email to the universal council is on the site and you can submit
your application and understand the process is that there will be a security check.
23.38 K: this is the paragraph that has created confusion with the cycle of rotation for one
year.
The rotation of all members, 12 councilors and 12 sub council leaves in the main
144 councils is by rotation of the members and will be for the duration of one cycle of
man for 1 year.
This means when you serve in the circles you rotate. You do not sit in one seat for one
year. You can serve for months or years depending on what you think you can serve for
humanity. There are no titles, no position as such that can be abused and no voting
rights. It is through your wish as the man to create peace on this planet. With you wish
you and promote for humanity to progress in the right direction.
K: if you go back to understanding this is what we speak about the soul of the man. In
the teachings we have to understand and go a step further in this level. What is important
for us is that with the soul of the man we understood a simple physicality. I go back to
part of the teaching because it is important for us … (drop out) and what we are talking
about. If you remember what we have explained in other teachings is that when we have
the sun the rays of the sun in interaction with the rays of the fields of the earth leads to
creation of light. (25.44) If you look at it in different shapes and forms the interaction of
the two fields from the earth and sun leads to creation of matters such as hydrogen,
nitrogen, any element, silica, gold, and water.
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K: we did not understand this in the world of science up till now that most of the material
most of the material that lands on the surface or is held within the atmosphere of the earth
is created by the condition of the magnetic gravitational fields of the earth and partially
by interaction of the fields. in that process if you understand what it means, if you look at
it the field strength in the structure of the earth and the field strength with the sun and the
earth has led to the creation of physicality and the content of the matter on the planet.
These are the atmospheric gravitational field forces. (27.00) so, in fact if we look the
fields of the sun is not just on one side, it is in the totality. When the fields of the sun
interact with the gravitational magnetic fields of the earth, this dictates the physicality of
the earth. The physicality of the earth in so many ways is dependent upon the
presentation of the soul. If we call the soul to be the sun, the interaction of the fields of
the soul of the sun and the fields of the earth has led to the manifestation of the
physicality of the earth itself.
K: This is what it dictates it is to have. If it wants copper or zinc it but due to its
gravitational magnetic field strength it does not want other elements. This is important
for us to understand in the expansion of the knowledge. The interaction of the fields
within the structure of the solar has led to the creation, manifestation and the physicality
of matters in the structure of the earth. If you go a step further: where this is the sun and
this is the earth (28.35) now we place the earth as a gravitational magnetic field and we
then place the soul of the man, the interaction of the physicality of the man which shows
itself with two legs, two arms and two eyes is dictated within the soul in respect to the
field of earth. That is why in every creature on this planet we see the same configuration
of the brain in two halves. If you have copper and magnesium you have trees and
branches and everything else. In so many ways the soul of the man with the fields it
radiates in interaction with the fields of the sun itself leads to the creation of the
physicality of the man. (29.35 see white board drawings). Now we understand why we
physically look like this because we follow the same pattern. The same goes if you go
further up.
K: the interaction of the fields of the galaxy in interaction with the sun dictates shape of
the solar system. Now you go from the galaxy to the universe and then it gives the shape
of the galaxy. Then we understand our physical dimension on this planet is dictated by
the field forces of the planet itself—we have two arms and two legs. This is the condition
which fits. If you understand this when the man reaches the soul and understands the
operation of his soul in the dimension of traveling into the galaxies or into the universal
condition, then when understand when you come to another condition how the condition
stops being the earth and you are at planet A instead of earth our soul is still the same. It
has not changed.
K: Now in the dimension of the new field strength it might need the manifestation of
different physicality. In so many ways now we have the same with the same interaction.
This is how our physicality changes are according to the position we arrive in and
according to the wish of the soul of the man. This is fundamental for those who take into
space and understand the progress in the knowledge of the creation. This is how in all the
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teachings in the past we explained the manifestation of physicality is dependent on the
point of field strength as the soul is the same. It is the environment which has changed
and with that we manifest ourselves in totally different way in different areas according
to this.
K: It is very much the same when H20 in the condition of being in the freezer can
manifest itself as ice. In a condition in a room with high cold outside it manifests itself as
steam on the glass. Or in the right condition it manifests itself as the water. Now with
the soul of the man in condition that we understand exists of the plasma now we are
conditioned in the same place. In space we don’t carry the physicality as the field in
planet A may be the same as earth, but let’s say it is in the vapor condition. So in that
condition for the manifestation of the physicality we might appear and what fits is not for
it to be vapor but see what creatures at that point manifest themselves as birds, as fish and
as breathing between the two.
33.28 K: we have seen this with the birth of the man in the womb of the mother and
when the birth comes in the atmospheric condition. This is important for us to progress
into. Now it makes it clearer for all of us why and how when we start teaching that we
will manifest ourselves according to where we manifest or come. This is important for all
of us and takes the fear out of space travel and this gives strength to man to understand
that now he decides. At this point I don’t want to be manifested. I want to see how it feels
if I am in dimensional fields without physicality between the galaxies and matter states of
the stars. I want to see how life is in a given condition is that is only liquid. In the
coming time we will show this in physicality in tests.
K: As I have said we have committed the spaceship technology to the Chinese
government and all these tests will be done in collaboration with the Chinese scientists.
It will be the creation of life and manifestation of life in the deep seas, in atmospheric
condition and in the upper atmosphere. Gradually we gain confidence that our
manifestation, our presentation and our physicality is dependent on the condition on the
point of manifestation. This is why when you look at the satellite pictures produced by
the space agencies we see entities in motion but we do not see the physicality of them. If
we were at their strength we should see physicality in them.
K: Why do we only see the aura of their existence? We have shown these videos many
times produced by NASA taken from deep space or from the space lab. We see shapes
floating but to us we don’t understand because at that point we don’t carry the strength of
what they have in that position. It is very much like the birds. If the man wishes to carry
the strength of the bird, then he can become a bird. This is the fear we have and now we
understand the combination that leads to the combination of elements. This is what we
can become according to the wish and the strength of the soul. When you look at the
fish, the bird or the man, then man if man goes without fear he can acquire the soul of the
fish or the soul of the bird.
K: It is our lack of understanding that has created this fear and inability. Now that we
open space to man, man will understand the strength of his own soul and understands
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how he can change. Ask yourself one simple question. If what we have shown here that
you become according to your soul to manifestation, now that you can control and
understand the strength of your soul then you understand how we can do this on this
planet. This is gaining strength in the knowledge and what we said. If this technology is
understood fully it opens a new dimension of the soul of the man and comes part of the
soul of the totality of the universe. Then man becomes the man of peace.
K: those who reach this level will understand how progressive the man can and has
become to become part of the universal community. As we said many times when man
goes to space he goes as equal and not as subordinate. He does not understand the
totality. We have to understand the comprehension of the knowledge is spread across the
strength of the understanding of the man. Some drive a car, some ride a donkey, and
some still walk and some are on the plane. Nobody has said this is wrong. It depends on
how long you want to travel between point A and point B. You can still sail the seas for
8 days to go from A to B. You can do the same in 10 hours by plane. Or, you can get in
a car and do this in a year.
K: now man has the knowledge to acquire and understand the strength of his soul and in
that he decides the manifestation of himself in the dimension of the strength of the
physicality of the point of manifestation. How do we like to manifest ourselves? As we
said we took you step by step from matter to the GANS of the energy and now you
understand the energies of the magnetic gravitational fields in the womb of the mother
released the creation of the soul of the man. Now from the soul we dictate the
physicality. This is what has been missing in the knowledge of the science.
K: The discussion is not when; the discussion is on the level of maturity of
understanding the totality. The knowledge is there and it is how deep we want to go in
this process. In one of my communications in the past few hours to one of the member of
the UC and the EC I explained in a very simple way. There is something some of you did
not understand or you missed in the teachings. If you go back to the teachings we have
understood that pain has gravitational magnetic fields strength that our brain recognizes
as pain. The brain does the same with love, joy and fear. It has the strength of the
gravitational magnetic field which is at the strength point of the soul of the man.
K: what this means is that we decide and in the process of our brain and this is our soul as
the center of the brain (41.06), comes at a given strength. This is where as the fields
interact with the brain components or parts at this strength we may recognize a certain
strength as pain. At this strength nearer the soul we may recognize it as joy, and at the
strength that is much stronger we recognize it as love because it is closest to the soul. It
touches the eternal part of the man. We missed another point and now maybe we can
understand.
K: what we think, thoughts have field strength. Therefore, when you understand this you
understand the total of the man and what we think itself has field strength. Then the
deeper we thought, the more we understand about the strength of our thought, then the
closer we come to the soul strength. At that point we have one common denominator
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according to the amino acid of this planet which created the soul of the man. Then we
reach the level of zero time communication. This is the time when we come and we
don’t need to talk because we feel each other.
K: Then it comes to the understanding that the prophets of the past became so close to
their soul and could touch other men’s souls. They felt the pain. And the pain from it
brought them joy that they survived to give to the others. That brought to the school of
thoughts that they became closer by the strength to become detached from the
physicality. As you go further in to the soul, the more you become detached from the
physicality. As you understood in the teachings this is where we sit. The physicality is at
the (outer) boundary. The emotion sits in the center. As we go further into more
understanding of the operation of the soul and the stronger fields, the more we have the
common denominator of understanding.
K: In time when man progresses to the further steps that he understands the totality then
he comes closer in the strength of his soul nearer to the strength of the soul of the
Creator. Then you can travel in that process from the strength of the planet to the
strength of the sun and the solar system. When you understand more you can travel
through the space of the galaxies, the universe and the universes. At one point you might
reach the process of the understanding of the whole of it. This is the beauty of it and this
is part of it and we have to understand it. This is part of the existence and part of
understanding the reality of the creation of the man. Then we can go to deeper space and
when we go into deep space we understand one point that all men and all creatures of
God are equal. This is because we all carry the same strength in the dimension of the
soul of creation.
K: then the man of space decides if he wants to travel barefooted or with the donkey or
the strength of the spaceship and beyond and the understanding of the soul. This part of
the teaching is important. Many people understand this and are moving in this direction.
As I said last week this is for those moving towards the space development and what you
call the spaceship. Now it is needed to be taught. It is needed to be clarified that we all
understand the progress of man in the knowledge and science of application.
Klaus in Austria: may I present at a quarter after 11?
K: speak in the background to the team. This is important for us that we speak and we
understand what we speak about and that we understand the totality of the knowledge as
we enlighten with more knowledge and more knowledge. There are those who move
with massive progress in their understanding. They can reach these values. Do we need
to come to that point or do we need to receive so that we elevate our souls and then in
turn we can give more and it allows us to have that strength that it reaches in the time of
communication with the soul of another? Then the fear of being left alone in space
doesn’t create the fear of the end of the physicality as the soul of the man dictates the
manifestation and presentation of the physicality wherever he wishes.
K: One of the fears we have is that we are used to, conditioned and institutionalized to the
gravitational magnetic field of this planet and we have set everything up to live with this
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condition. Now we have the freedom to be in space and to carry on and develop that
point of space time that zero time travel and zero development of communication where
we contact and communicate through the soul and not the verbal noise of the physicality
of the vibration of the sound which comes from the mouth of man. Then there shall be no
fear and no lies and the souls are perfect in their manifestation.
K: then we understand how the physicality leads to so many problems for the man
because now he has to adjust to the environment he has created according the interaction
of his soul according to the physical dimension of what we call the physicality of the man
on this planet. The physical condition of this planet has led the man or the combination of
the interaction of the soul of the man has led him to consume so much energy for that
physical part. You have to realize something important and I have taught this in private
teachings. We know man is created from the interaction of the fields of the sun and the
gravitational magnetic fields of itself. In that process it has led to the creation of the
amino acid which came from the gaseous part which has a dimension of freedom of itself.
In that process it leaves the non-physical part, the matter part, the gans part of the
condition of life. But the attachment to the gravitational field force of the physical part of
the entity which is due to the inertia and the gravitational magnetic fields of man in that
process has chosen to become the physicality.
K: if you understand this it makes it very simple. Our physical part which is connected to
the inertia is the consumer of the physicality of the food and the other packages of energy
and not from the amino acids which is the condition of the creation of the soul of the man
and has no connection to the physical. This is where we can feed directly to the soul of
the man. That comes from the gaseous part which has no physical connection to the body
of the man. In space if you can create the field strength of the physicality then we will
not need to feed because we can feed directly to the soul. This is where most of the fear
of man in deep space has to be retracted and the confidence has to be built that in deep
space we are part of the space and the all we have to do is go into the deeper strength of
the plasma.
K: in so many ways as we lived in the physical dimension of this strength now we go as
the plasma of the amino acid which led to the creation of our soul in interaction with the
matter state of the part which is the inertia part (51.50). When we take the inertia part to
feed the strength it is the higher strength. The more we understand interaction of the
environment of the interaction of the field strength then we can get closer and at a higher
speed by order of magnitude we can travel the depth of space and communicate with the
others without verbal noise of the man through his voice but what we feel in the
communication of the soul not the noise of the man through his voice.
K: now you understand more and why, how and the reason we are developing in this
direction. It is for us to take the shackles of the restriction of what we understand to the
point of manifestation. When man understands this then man needs no messengers
because the messengers is the communication between his soul and his physicality at the
point of manifestation. This means that where you appear in the physical vibration
according to the manifestation then you decide. You have understood the environment
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and you would like to understand the environment that has not other conditions than earth
but there is no man to dictate in how you manifest yourself. This is because it is the point
where you have decided to accept the strength fields in interaction with yourself. All the
messengers and all they have taught up to now is about the physicality and the interaction
of the physicality.
K: now we understand the position of the soul and that the soul is the creator. The
physicality is not the condition to abuse or be abused because now you understand that it
is the soul of the man which is responsible for the behavior of the man. Then in this way
man needs no prophet as he changes planets. On this planet it could be Christian; on
another planet because there is another condition it could become another religion XYZ.
The religion is the path of the belief of the understanding of the path between the soul
and the physicality of the man.
K: now man becomes the prophet of himself and the controller to conduct his soul. Then
man understanding that what at what strength it needs to work, man needs to punishment.
Punishment has been to control man out of the fear of his lack of understanding of his
own creation. Now that we understand more we understand there is no punishment
except that we deprive ourselves from receiving what can elevate us. No man likes to be
poor. It is the same when you understand this in the level of the soul of the man you
want to be reached so you can give more and this is what we call the love of the creator.
This is what we call the love of God.
K: It means that you give unconditionally and I don’t take what is not mine. Thy shall
not kill is that you don’t kill another man but you don’t kill another life. How come we
put a man in prison for killing another man but we slaughter animals relentlessly? Now
you understand. Man has been so selfish he only took the part that suited him. This was
the message given by the Christ and the prophets of the past: thy shall not kill—life is
precious and the soul of the man or any entity cannot be touched. Now you understand
that the holy books have to be rewritten as they only consider man and not the others.
**********
56:36 K: Is there any difference now that you understand between the souls of the man,
fish, the cow, the stone, the tree, and another entity in the universe? They all exist in
respect to the environment of the earth. Now you understand why we are progressing to
the dimension that we take what we need and according to what we give we can receive
and then the killing stops. This is part of the progress of the World Peace Treaty. We
start with man to become peaceful and in that progress man understands that thy shalt not
kill applies to every entity in the universe and not to the man alone.
K: now you understand the establishment of One Nation, One Planet. The nation is the
totality of the entities of the universe not just man and the borders he has created. When
you understand more about the development of the knowledge of understanding one’s
creation now you understand the creator which is me within me. As we have said within
the other teachings as your soul leaves with the interaction with the fields of the
gravitational magnetic fields of the earth to the physicality of man, to manifest itself with
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the 2 arms and the 2 legs to show that he exists, now you understand the creation of the
universe and the universes and galaxies, the moons and the stars and the rest of it. These
are the interaction of the fields of soul of the creator with the totality of the fields of the
environment which leads to the manifestation of the physicality of the totality of the
universe.
K: if the soul of the man interacts with the fields of the earth that led to the creation of the
physicality of the man, is there any difference with the soul and the level of the creator
that the fields from the soul of it in interaction with the environment has led to the
manifestation of the physicality of itself which is all the universe, the universes and
everything else within. If you call a universe a liver, the liver has different parts. If you
call it galaxies it has sub-parts. If you call it solar systems we have sub-parts which are
the earth, the moon, the dust and the animals within it.
K: then you understand there is no difference in any dimension of creation until you
become strong enough to understand that the totality of the soul of the man is within the
soul of the creator. I made man in the image of myself. Now the riddle of creation is
unfolding for the man. Do we need to kill now that we redefine the first rule in the holy
books—an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth. Now we understand that it is the same
across the whole creation. It is the same in the total understanding of the totality of the
knowledge of the total creation of the universe and not for man who has been
preoccupied with himself, where he lives, what he eats. The house of the man should not
be four walls but should be the universe according to the expansion of the understanding
of his soul and the strength of his soul as he prefers and tries to interact with.
K: go back to the teaching that I refer to sometimes. One hydrogen atom can fit in the
whole solar system. So it is with the soul of the man. It is us who have accepted the
restriction and with it we have created the mayhem of wars, conflict, possession, one
thing to have and one thing to possess. When we understand there is already one thing to
possess and it is we who have not understood that we decide on the strength of what we
would like to have and then we become detached from physicality. Then we understand
that we own the totality of the physicality within us.
K: it is we who have to mature to understand that one cannot steal a gift when it is given
to him unless he is a thief by nature. The gift of creation and life is given to every man.
1:02:04 K: in space we have no clothes. In space we have no physical dimension of
covering ourselves. This goes back to the teaching of the Iranians when the Muslims
invaded Iran. They said to the Iranians, “why don’t you cover your women?” The
Iranians answered simply and many lost their lives because of it. “We are prepared to
close our own eyes then cover the women; it is we who have to control ourselves and not
try to control others. It is we who have to understand the totality we are part of and the
freedom of our soul is equal to the others. It is we who understand and have to
comprehend that the level of understanding is upon us”
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1.03.08 K: you were busy with energy units and food ganses. I led you through this path
for you to become mature enough to find the energy of the creation, the soul of the man.
Now through the soul of the man you can create anything and it is you who has to
understand the strength of the soul, your own soul. Do not compare it to the others
because it is exactly the same. It is you who has decided to manifest yourself in that level.
We have to respect and understand; we have to go to the total understanding as I have
just said. In English we have a very good saying: what is good for the goose is good for
the gander. What is good for a female dog is good for a male dog. What is good for the
man applies to the other creatures of God, too, be it the plant, the animal or another
entity from the universe.
K: we have to stop this habit of consuming packets of energy because the physicality of
the position dictates it. If we elevate our soul in understanding the positioning and
strength of our soul, we become in that process detached from the consumption of the
physicality of this planet. Many are achieving this as they are understanding more and
more of the teaching. Many are in the path of understanding. Many are comparing and
converting from the animal kingdom into the water to receive the energies. Some have
already passed this step and understand more.
K: it is important for us from now on to understand the reality and to understand the
totality and not to be so narrow minded as to what suits me in my village of earth but
what suits my soul in the universal community and the totality of the universe. As we
open the doors of the universe with the knowledge which is shared now we are a room in
a bigger house in a bigger city which belongs to one nation. Earth is that one room. Now
if you open the door and enter the hall, you see the bigger picture.
K: first we have to understand what we have with us and how we address our soul so that
when we open the door we do not go into the cold of the winter when we are wearing
summer clothing. We have to start understanding the process of the creation and to
understand that it is who are the dictator of the physicality and not blaming and allowing
others to abuse us and tell us to feed them first. Then wherever we land in this universe
we don’t look for a mosque, a church, a temple to find someone to give us guidance
because the guidance in the universe is one. There is only one rule by the creation and
the creator—loving, sharing and giving without expectation to receive.
K: when you have the expectation to change it means that you have brought the
dimension of the physicality. I expect to be seen to be in this place. Now in this place I
have 4 arms and 2 legs. Expectation of I want to be a millionaire means that I have to
rob everybody else together to what my expectation is. The physicality of the man is the
essence of the operation of the physicality from the fields of his soul. As I said before we
report that we have seen many people and many entities from other planets as well as
UFOs. I said many times: how many of them wear a tuxedo and how many of them are in
a bathing suit? How many of them appear to us in a wedding dress?
K: NONE. The frock of the man has to be the manifestation of his physicality from the
strength of his soul. Then man does not need the clothes to wear to confirm his position
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and his standing. This is the habit of the man. They put on the clothes or robes of the
priest and do whatever they like. Give them the robe of religion and they abuse every
soul. Give them the crown of the kingdom and they abuse their physicality.
K: when the man understands that he is the king of himself and he is the priest of himself
then he decides what he possesses and he is equal to the others and he needs no one.
Now he understands his soul is the dictator of his position in respect to the others. Man
needs to religions and he needs no kings. Then he can travel the space of the universe
because outside the boundary of a few meters of this property of land that we call earth
there are no kings and there are no priests in the universe. As I have said many times has
anybody seen any churches in space? If there were Christ would have been busy building
so many on the moon and the other planets.
K: the same is true of the other prophets. So man has to learn and understand that this
does not come by meditation, it comes by comprehension of the strength and the
existence of the soul. I have said many times about seeing the fields. Now seeing and
testing it and measuring it you made a pen and you put nothing close to your skin and the
pain goes away. Now you know there is a field which can take pain (away). But, what is
that field? Why does it touch me so that I do not feel the pain? It is because it touches
the strength of the entity which I call pain which comes from the manifestation of the
level of the soul of the man to the point of physicality of what we call the brain of the
man and this is where we feel the pain.
K: we recognize this strength as pain and we have to do something with it. Now we have
to understand that we recognize the strength of thought then the deeper we think which is
the more giving that we do, the closer we become to the soul of the man and in
understanding the strength. At that point we become in touch and understand that we
don’t need what we call the spaceship to travel the space of the universe. I ask the
questions from a religious man some time ago: when the prophet received the message
from God, did he come in a spaceship? Or did he land on the back of a donkey? Or did
he come as the enlightened with the message from those who brought the message, those
who were enlightened. His answer to me was at that time we were not there and we do
not know. I said to him, you follow the man; you have to know how he received it (the
message).
K: When you go to buy a car do you ask the man if this car us stolen and how did he pay
for it? I am asking that because I don’t want to receive stolen goods. Then how do we
allow this to happen to our path of belief in the condition of setting our souls in that
direction? Then when we are mature enough to understand that we are made of the fields
of the interaction of the universe we didn’t pop up suddenly in space. The fields in the
universe slowed down enough in strength to make galaxies and then they slowed down
enough to make the strength of the solar systems. Then they slowed down enough to
make the strength of planet and they slowed down enough to make the strength of the
soul of the man. Now we understand that we carry the totality within us because we
came from the total of the principal, the creator.
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K: then can we go back to the strength of the creator? The answer is yes why not. Then
we don’t need to do wrong. We have to be able to understand the totality. As I said when
we think deeper it does not come by meditation but by understanding the reality about the
creation and the field interactions. Then we understand the totality of the knowledge of
the creation. And this is where many men will become confused because now they have
to accept that I am responsible for my own creation and I am responsible for my own
manifestation at the point of the field strength for which I would like to manifest myself.
Can I accept to have 4 legs and 2 arms and to accept that I cannot touch anything but
that I can praise the love of the creator by giving so that I can enjoy the presence of the
others by receiving.
K: Now maybe today I opened another door in the understanding of the man as we open
the man’s door into space so he can interact with the rest of the universal community. It
is not how we make the Magrav system to make and have some free energy. Because our
mentality and knowledge was not that we can absorb energy ourselves and we can create
the energy. We call this the aura of our body which is the interaction of the field of the
man’s soul with the environment of the physicality with the environment of the entity of
the earth and the universal fields. Then we don’t need to kill another entity for us to
receive packages of energy from it and for us knowing that we take what is freely given
but we don’t take what is not mine. Then we become the true men of space. Then we
become the true man of this physical life. It does matter where we lay our heads; that is
our home whether it is earth, the planets in the galaxies or planet Zeus.
K: as I said many times, I teach to enlighten so that you find your own path. You find
your own dimension. I don’t teach so that it becomes written and it has to be followed.
Any questions?
Ralph from Texas: thank you for the teachings. In the past was this knowledge given to a
select few who could understand the knowledge and then kept a secret. You are giving
the knowledge to the public today and I thank you for that. I was thinking of developing
a technique or method to strengthen the emotions so we can be more effective in using it.
I think you probably did this in the Mozhan classes.
K: the process is not teaching; the process is that you have to find the path of your own,
to know where the target is and what you are aiming at. Each one of us as they say, all
roads end up in Rome. We all reach up to our soul and it depends on which path we use
and where we fail that we have to learn from that. If we go the wrong way we come back
again. I took a wrong road—is this a cul-de-sac or a dead end? We have to learn that we
have to go the path of correct conduct. If we don’t, we always end up in a dead-end and
then we blame the guy for putting the sign wrong and for doing the map wrong. We
don’t look at it that I did wrong and I took the wrong path. This way (correct conduct)
we don’t blame anyone. Many of us blame everybody else for what we do to ourselves
and then we blame them for doing something wrong, but I did nothing wrong.
K: I was the cause; I took the path and come back and still take the same road again. I
am so busy blaming the others I don’t see that it is me who has failed to choose the right
path. Reach the soul and you don’t need to teach the soul. Understand it and you don’t
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need to copy it. There is no way I can teach you; then I have to teach the soul of the man,
the cat, the dog, the fish and then the other beings. There are too many beings on this
planet and I don’t have time to teach you. You can teach through your soul to the animals
of this planet. Man is part of the animal kingdom. There is no shortcut and the only
‘shortcut’ is for man to understand that he is his own creation.
Ralph: I was thinking on the line of the signature drawing of the spirals that there are
certain points on the spiral that represent a certain strength of the emotion.
K: of course, that is what I have been teaching all the time. Each emotion has a certain
strength so you have to find the strength. Some people say they feel no pain. Is this the
path that they have to understand that I found out that path which I call pain does not
belong to me? I don’t know and I prefer not to know because it cannot do anything to me
to change me. That is all it says. Maybe it is the path for some people to follow to
understand.
Ralph: so we have to become more attuned to our emotions and our physical body.
K: no, you have to become detached from your physical body and understand the
emotion of your soul which manifests itself in your physicality. Go back…
Ralph: every cell in your body (1:20:37) has a soul.
K: of course; if you consider a cell in your body as the moon and the totality of the cells
put together of the liver, the heart and everything else has led to the creation of the man
that is you. So, it is the same with the creator. Then down the line it is the same. We are
of the same.
Jon: Hello Mr. Keshe this is Jon from Arizona.
K: how are you Jon?
Jon: I’m fine thank you. I have a couple of questions. We are doing a lot of variations of
tests with the dynamic reactors in different configurations. What we are trying to do is to
open up the hydrogen atoms so they light up and open up into the bigger fields. We spin
them at different speeds and it seems like we have tried one ball configuration where we
put all the materials in one ball. We tried two ball configuration and we tried 3 ball
configuration. All of them were different speeds and we are not able to get to the point of
compressing the hydrogen to where it can open up.
K: I have seen your configurations and I have seen the fixing point of the 4-star
configurations you have put on the table. Start moving the systems and not creating the
higher speeds. Don’t forget it is MaGrav gravitational positioning. Your system needs to
be adjusted in the distance so that the interaction allows the opening of the plasma.
Jon: we are getting a lot of magnetic strength and not enough gravitational strength.
K: yes, you do not know. You have to position it and move them. Don’t fix them but
move them until you find the position for them. I explained this in one of the teachings
and to you in one of the private teachings. I explain to you to understand ….
K: 1.24.15: when you have your cores now you are rotating your cores with different
systems. I don’t have my camera; otherwise I would have shown you. Go back and if
you remember, we put the ring magnets near each other. One magnet moves when you
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bring the other one closer. If you could hold the magnet in its position and you bring it
close the magnet starts rotating. This is something none of you have understood and I
have repeated it in different shapes and forms. Then when that comes you have no
motors. This is how the speed of the rotation of the planet is dictated.
K: We don’t see any motors for starting anything. It is the magnetic gravitational
positioning of one in respect to the other which decides and dictates the speed of the
rotation. Now you create the rotation. Then this rotation itself creates field pressure on
the hydrogen itself in which you want to travel. It is the way that you charge it. When
you look at the nuclear atomic structure you look at the neutron and the proton. And we
call it a bandwidth in which the electron moves. If you look at it (1.25.47) the reason for
its rotation is not only coming closer and going away because the compression of the
field strength creates its rotation and motion. Then this point is where it releases its
energy.
K: at this point as the maximum is given, it comes back to collect more. This is never
understood by the world of physics. This is where we call it a bandwidth (1.26.09) and it
is not. It is that this point that creates the rotation throws it away and then it comes back
and it needs more to receive from the gravitational. Here it has more gravity (1.26.22)
and here it has more magnetical fields in respect to the proton. So your problem is the
positioning of your reactors.
K: these reactors have been fixed by fields and you want to create a condition and you
have to be able to bring it to a point that it creates rotation in the plasma without the
motors. I did that with a demonstration very recently and I have made a system to show
it differently. So you are hoping by rotating and rotation is a physical entity and there is
a limit to what you can put by rotation. Now you have to create magnetic field
compression and you are not creating it and that is why your plasma does not go.
Jon: okay that makes sense.
K: if you take your cores and just fix your cores as they are but leave them loose enough,
but you create rotation in one and then you will see the others rotating. We have seen
this. Look at the Magrav units where the boxes of ganses were rotating 2 or 3 years ago
that people were showing had ganses moving to the top and the bottom gans were still
there especially when you produce zinc oxide and CO2. Zinc moves up. If you introduce
another material next to this you start seeing the zinc rotating because the field pressures
between these two (1.28.08) pushes the field release towards this. And nobody has
understood. We don’t need motors to create rotation of the cores. You are looking at the
physical rotation and 2000 RPMs is the maximum, maybe 3000.
K: then you have to go to the essence of the rotation within the fields of the gans. We
have shown this many times and this is how we have managed to create with a constant.
We didn’t change the speed of rotation; we just built up and built up to 129 Tesla. This
should have been understood 2 or 3 years ago and nobody has understood this. Then
when you go at the level the essence of the emotion becomes the controller of it and then
you can control the speed of rotation by your emotion because you come to the strength
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and because you created this material. And you also carried some amino acid in it to the
control of the man. It’s very simple. You fixed your reactors and you are trying to
compress. You could go to 100,000 RPMs and it doesn’t make any difference because
you are not creating the gravitational magnetical field compression.
Jon: that’s a big help.
K: now you understand and you should have a flight system. What you have set up is
beautiful. Now you have to move until you find …don’t look for the rotation of the
motors, look for the rotation of the gans.
Jon: okay.
K: in the email you sent you asked about what you saw of all the materials going back to
the wall of the core. If you put enough in and saturate the system with 30% of each look
at which layer starts rotating when you bring the system together. Then you have to start
calibrating the strength. And then you find motion in no time. It is the field charge
which you have to look for and one of your bottom reactors has to become a field
charger.
Jon: what?
K: it is the gravitational magnetic field charge of the system. There is a charge system; if
you reach it the earth will repel you to the point where you can create gravity. Many
times when you want to take off on a zero point on the ground you don’t need to change
because you have nothing to compare to lift. You have to create a field charge which
means that you use the top core as the field charger in comparison to the 3 base rotating
cores. And then at that point if you look at it, the bottom 3 become negative and the top
becomes positive and this is the giver. Then you have to create a strength field which in
respect to the earth gravitational magnetic field of the earth catapults you off and then
you settle into a space position.
131.32 K: In space travel the easiest way for the take off from the zero point is usually
creating that field charge. There is a potential difference in the positive and the negative
in respect to your system and in the earth’s gravitational magnetic system where for
example your system becomes the electron and the earth is the proton. It pushes you
away to a point and at that point you even travel to build up to the speed of light. Then at
the point when the inertia field forces of the earth in reference to the gravitational
magnetic field of the earth become balanced with the atmosphere and then you build to
the speed of light to travel. Within the earth it is very hard to travel because the
atmosphere is very thin and it’s only 10 to 50 kilometers maximum. So try to look inside
and I’ve said this many times to see how the core rotates and then you can set this up into
motion and lift.
K: this is because when you handle and you have gone into the matter state you are
dealing with the inertia field forces gravitational magnetic fields. You have to push
yourself away from inertia gravitational magnetic by catapulting yourself off the ground
in the positive negative direction. Then you pick up your speed and position.
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Jon: if we are trying to build the spaceship with our thoughts and it was mentioned that
when entities go on board other spaceships their soul is given over to the spaceship so
they all travel jointly….
K: they are not given to the spaceship; they are given to another soul to carry. This is a
well practiced system. It is just like your giving your body to the pilot to take you to a
place.
Jon: I don’t know how you continue to operate without your soul…
K: you can operate very easily. You have a soul because the physicality cannot operate if
there is no soul. You speak on the soul level and not on the physical. It depends on how
much you go into the understanding of the totality of the knowledge.
Jon: this is where my question comes up. Are we able to take an aspect of our soul and
load it into reactors that we create in our mind…?
K: before you go any further let me explain. Do you think it is your reactor that carries
the strength of your soul?
Jon: my thinking is that if we are creating it, yes it can.
K: no problem.
Jon: so we can put an aspect of our souls and not just our emotions into these imaginary
reactors and …
K: let me answer you. Is your soul imaginary?
Jon: no it is not.
K: so, you don’t put it somewhere imaginary. You have to understand this is part of
where you put it.
Jon: so I am talking about an aspect of our soul, a part of it...
K: so you want to send an electron instead of the whole neutron?
Jon: I am trying to get my imaginary spaceship to be able to light up and carry the
energy of all.
K: then it will only light up in you at the level that you understand. Do you understand
what I mean? Nobody but you will understand it and accordingly you will understand the
space you have created for its elevation. Try your system until you see the field force
interaction. I made a system with Armen in the last couple of weeks. It is very nice but
we haven’t been able to show how it operates; maybe we can show this next week. You
can rotate dynamic reactors from fields and if you position it further or closer to a certain
number of magnets you will see that the magnets start rotating.
K: we have already built it and Armen just finished it. Then we see we don’t need the
motors; we need the field forces and the soul of the system from one reactor, so that in
the strength it uses enough that it rotates the magnet in the matter state. this is how the
sun creates the rotation in the structure of the field forces of the gravitational magnetical
field of the earth where the interaction of the gravitational magnetical field of the earth
leads to the interaction of the rotation of the body of the planet where the interaction of
the fields of the system of the earth’s atmosphere with the sun creates the rotation of the
earth around the sun. The interaction of the magnetic gravitational internal fields of the
earth creates the rotation of the earth. Then the balance of interaction between these two
and the sun creates the rotation of the motion of the earth within the solar system.
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K: then the interaction of the gravitational magnetic field of our sun with the galaxy
dictates the rotation of the sun and the solar system in the galaxy. This is how motion is
created. You have to have another one to dictate the motion of the other while itself it
has motion. This has not been understood and I’ve tried so hard for years to teach this.
Then you will find you move in any dimension according to the strength you create
internally within the system. It is the interaction with the other that it creates. This is
how many times in the teachings we explained that they say that Venus is rotating
clockwise because a meteorite hit it.
K: No, Venus rotates clockwise because the internal magnetic gravitational field of itself
has a balance which dictates positive clockwise rotation. Or the field strength from out
side that enforces the strong field of the sun has dictated the field force intrusion. This
means the field force of the sun and Venus has not only allowed the rotation within the
solar system, now the field system is stronger that it can find its position and then dictates
the rotation. We saw this in the reactor testing 10 years ago when we were explaining
with the first reactors the inner core stops and then it starts rotating the other way. Now
you understand. As people understand more the science gradually opens up.
K: this is what I said a couple of teachings ago. Man has not understood the field
interaction between the gravitational and magnetical fields that it creates the energy. This
is how the clouds are getting charged. That is how you create the flow of air on this
planet. It’s the interaction of the fields. Man should look when he sees such atmospheric
conditions. Look at the position of the field inside the core of the system in interaction
with its mass of magma and the inertia which is the solid part of the matter part. Then we
can predict thousands of years ahead if you understand it of how the weather is going to
be and the way we can predict how the earth is going to be in September in its position in
the solar system and in October in that position. We have to understand the knowledge
deeper.
Jon: thank you; you’ve given me a lot to think about.
K: don’t think about it; act on it.
Jon: we are always acting!
Azar: good morning, Mr. Keshe.
K: Hi Azar, I was waiting for you. Hopefully we will see you in Tehran.
Azar: yes thank you. Last time I asked you a couple of questions and then I usually go
and listen a couple of times because sometimes I have to dissect your answers to pick up
the points. As I was going through the information this popped into my head. Are we
correct that everything is a field? We stream in the field and if I give it a number say a
banana has a field of 10. If I create the field of 10 in my hand I can get a banana.
K: you can get a field of a banana and then you have to decide if you want to make the
physicality of the banana.
Azar: then if I want a bar of gold that is a field of 5 then I can get a bar of gold. So let’s
say we give emotion the #2. Let’s say that love is 100, joy is 50, anger is 15 and then you
have the physicality emotion and the soul emotion. So for example if you and I are
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standing on a situation and our relationship to the situation is the same and we are both
joyful and 50 is the number for joyful, so in that situation if you get angry and drop to 15
and I stay joyful still. So if there is a field of 35 now and you borrow from me you can
still stay joyful because you come to 50. So no situation in life should make us angry or
sad. It’s all about the fields.
K: congratulations.
Azar: thank you.
K: let me explain; I would love to expand on this Azar. This is why there is no conflict
or war in the universe. There is no anger as the entity receives as much as he needs it
satisfies his balance. Carry on.
Azar: okay, I’m not sure about this but I was thinking the soul only has love which is
100. It cannot have anything else because it is the soul. If the soul didn’t have love it
couldn’t go to the universe. The one thing the soul carries is love and nothing else. The
soul does not have anger and the soul and……
K: yes, but wait. You have touched something very important. You are right but this is
very important. This is part of the teaching I didn’t want to do but you brought it
forward. This is your soul (1.45.03) and this is your brain. The soul is 100% giver all the
time. It is the physicality of the brain in the condition of physical earth which creates the
strength that we call anger. Your soul always gives that 100. It depends where and what
strength you catch. This to you is anger. This to me is anger because I understand more
and I am detached and I do not get angry with that. To another person this is anger
because it has become more detached from the physical existence.
K: what is anger to me is that I understand that I do not want to accept and I do not want
to take. It is a big difference. But if you look both souls of you and me are radiating
100% all the time. It is the filter position that we put out. It is the way we have accepted
and I explained this recently in respect to child abuse. In the west we say 18 years old is
the point of maturity. In Islam they marry a 9 year old. And the Islamic world has
accepted this where in the other (areas) it is not accepted. It is the way we have accepted
the condition. It is how and what it means to us to be the point of acceptance and how we
feel it and how we accept what has become the limits of acceptance. It is how crime is
normal to some people and they rob and kill every day. They are called whatever you
want to call them. They go to the other end of the world to pass an ant so you do not put
your foot in it because you might harm it. It is what we have accepted in the
understanding and comprehension of the feeling.
Azar: thank you, now I understand this part and now I have a new question. You were
just talking about each soul and its conduct. If we go the wrong road we shouldn’t blame
other people. My question is thousands of people in Syria get bombed and they are not
doing any wrong. We have wrong conduct in bombing them so what is up with that?
K: go and speak to the ones who have taken their children on holidays to the Bahamas by
selling those bombs. What is wrong with that?
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Azar: but if those people complain that is right to do. We are doing a bad thing to them
and they are sitting at home peacefully.
K: yes, but this is what we said about this One Nation, One Planet. I call this murder by
proxy. It is not the guy who releases the bomb; you have to go back to the guy who made
the bomb and now he had the manager who got paid to produce more bombs and he gets
paid more bonuses. He sits in Bahrain in a holiday home or a beautiful home on the
beach somewhere because he produced it. This is what the man has to understand – it is
not the guy who releases the bomb. Now we understand the man who got the
commission to get the bomb and the man who made the bomb, now we understand their
soul is responsible for their physicality.
K: that is why there are is so much cancer and so many problems with people in the
United States. Ask how many souls they have killed in the past 50 years. Because now
we understand. It is not that the guy dropped the bomb on the people sitting at home in
Syria. It is about the guy who commissioned and manufactured it in Arizona or
California or wherever. Then the man who sold the meat to the man who had the holiday
because he knows: hello sir, how is the work at such and such bomb manufacturing? I
know because I am responsible for it. This is what has to be understood and this is why
we work with the Chinese government. The peaceful act is understood by them. We see
all the problems that come from the US and all the European countries promote wars and
guns. Look at the infestations in these societies.
K: now they are collectively responsible for their acts. We understand that when you put
a magnet on the table and you throw magnets in the middle, see how far away the
magnets in the middle jump out and separate because they take a distance from the reality
of the position of the center. This is what we have to learn and then no man will even
think to make a bullet let alone the metal that might be used for the bullet. (The owner of
the metal says) I have received a massive contract to sell metal to gun manufacturers. I
am responsible for the souls that die in Syria and I pay through my children through
cancer and everything which happens and we have to understand that we are responsible
for everything, the conduct to the end. I hope I have answered you Azar.
Azar: thank you Mr. Keshe.
Louie from Portugal: I have a question to clarify some points. I am a member of the
Universal Council (UC) and I represent the Portuguese language. My question is from
the soul and the different thoughts that join the emotions and the brain. I understood
already there is a difference between the emotion of the soul and the emotion of the
physicality. My concern what the emotions put on the light of the soul. I think this is the
problem of the human beings here who have been manipulated so the light does not
show. The mind cycle of the thoughts … how does this work and how can we be free of
this for our souls to shine.
K: thank you. You have to understand the position of your soul and the physicality in
respect to the gravitational field strength of the earth is relevant. It has relevance in how
you have managed to position your soul to the position of the earth’s magnetic
gravitational field. We see some nations are peaceful because in that area the field
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strength of the position of the MaGrav of the central core and the inertia of the matter
part creates a condition which is more to the peaceful emotion part and the joyful part and
the love part of our existence. Or the materials used and consumed by the man in that
position elevates and feeds the strength to be more of this level. This means it is more of
the energy at this level is absorbed in the brain of the man.
K: so now we understand as I explained that our soul interaction and our physical
manifestation in essence the soul is a giver but in the interaction in the field environment
and what we consume in the physical part of us affects the existence of the emotion in the
soul of the man and the brain of the man. You have to realize something very simple. As
I just explained this is the body of the man. (1.55.37) let’s say this consumes food that is
very high in magnesium and zinc. The physical part of our body has its own emotional
field strength of field strength of the zinc and our physical brain has the same which is of
the stronger. As you see our food affects our emotion in our body. It is not that it goes
there but it embeds in the physical part in which the interaction part connects to the brain
part. In this is the center of the brain (?) of the man which radiates out and in this sits the
soul of the man.
K: as we become more givers, the closer we come to receive. So, how we see how the
French are so romantic, look at the way they eat. India and Pakistan are the same land.
Now it is the food that brings the dimension of bigger packages and more or less energy.
This is what we have to understand; this is the level of the position. We have to
comprehend this today because we never explained this before. We were not mature
enough to understand and now you understand more. The people of India and Pakistan
came from the same blood. In a different path of belief they consume, use and apply
different ways of food. The energy of the physical part of it affects their emotion. This
means in fact if you look at it that what they put in their physical part which is this part
(1.58.29) which is your gaseous part (around the head). The rest of the body is the
physical part of the earth because it has the blood. Now you understand what happens.
This moves up to embrace the head area. So the whole lot has not been understood.
K: This is we who have to understand the progress in understanding more of the
knowledge and being able to use it to elevate our own souls and to elevate so we become
closer to the soul. The soul strength stays for millions of years, the as it was created. It is
we who elevate ourselves to become closer and as we become closer the physicality at
this level becomes irrelevant. When we become mature enough to go into space the
gravitational field of the earth is irrelevant. Then we become detached from the body
part which is connected to the earth. We work more on the physical part when we are on
this planet. We work less (on the physical part) when we go into another dimension.
K: this means when we work in the soul area which is the gaseous part there is less matter
strength in the level of the matter state of the body of the man (2.00.01) and then we
become what we become in space. This is how the food we eat creates the interaction
with the soul we have. Weaker feeds the stronger and the stronger which is the soul of
the man has to use part of the energy to feed the weaker part. Meat is weak. But more of
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it, vegetation are stronger but at the strength of the soul of the man. This is what we have
to understand and then we can adjust.
Louis: thanks, maybe I can go further. I saw that you answered about the brain (with
Azar) the pain, the love, the joy and the thoughts. So in this order and this planet my
concern is how you can bring the light of the soul to this path through the thoughts
because our thoughts are manipulated through food, many things and our minds. What
can you do to deliberate what is in our soul and in our thoughts (2.02.12) to free the man
besides the food?
K: let me explain this in a different way. Collectively if you call this (spiral) the field
which emanates from the soul of the man then if we place the brain of the man in it and
then we place the physicality of the ears and the skull, this part of brain (2.03. /27) is your
upper arm and this part is your fingers. This part of it is your emotion at different strength
(2.03.34) and this part of it is closer to the totality. Our thoughts if you look at it are the
strength field of the totality. Because it touches our soul we have access to the total.
Then we understand now that even the fields of the earth have interaction with us, our
emotions, our souls, the fields that are radiated and then we understand this can be moved
in any direction. (2.04.48) this is important for us to understand. Thought covers the
spectrum, not just one. I hope I managed to answer you. Any other questions?
Louis: thank you I just wanted to free the thoughts of the man from the exterior. That’s
all.
Eric from Denmark: you asked me to return back regarding the heating system. I have
tried different things and firstly I can say the Swedish house did not have bags in every
room. I was there a week ago and the air temperature inside the house was around 19
degrees Celsius. Then I added some more bags to the last room and to the cellar. While I
was there the temperature rose to 21 degrees Celsius. Part of this temperature rise may
have been due to my own field and it probably works there because there is an energy
spot that Paul (from Togo) calls energy environment a few meters from the house. As I
added more bags to the remaining rooms it worked very fine and it was nice for me to see
that it worked without my presence and without any nano coated copper plates and
without spraying the whole house with CO2 gans which I have done at home in
Denmark. I did this test where I increased the amount of CH3 liquid plasma water.
Within some minutes the temperature rises about one degree and then goes back again,
almost to the original temperature. I am sure there is a good explanation for that and I am
not sure that I can give it. What do you say on that?
K: I wasn’t there, I dropped off and I didn’t get your question.
Erich: we were talking about the heating system and you asked me about coming back
after adding CH3 to the room. The result of that is when I increase the amount of the
CH3 liquid plasma in the room, the temperature after some minutes rises one degree and
then after a few minutes it goes back again but not fully.
K: how did you add the CH3, in the bags or in the core? Is it dynamic or is it static?
Erich: no it is static. It is just in plastic bags with the liquid gans water, the liquid plasma
water.
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K: the temperature came back done to what it was before more or less?
Erich: almost, but not quite.
K: can you try to test if for example and this is something for us to learn, if you go ½
meter further out has the dimension of the field expanded? Now if before you would say
10 meters now is it 10.5 or 11 meters with the same temperature? This will be very
interesting if the temperature…you are our guinea pig… if this is the room and you put
your bag here (2.11.47) and before you always considered the measurement of the
temperature in the room. Now has the temperature increased (out) ½ meter or more?
Because now the whole ½ meter out further is at 22 degrees. This is the expansion of the
field. It will be interesting to see. Were there changes in all the rooms or just one room?
Erich: here is just changed in two rooms but you have to know that I have 4 bags of the
liquid plasma water situated on each wall. So if I go outside there are 2 rooms in the
house.
K: I always go back and this is very interesting what you are doing when you are going
from summer to winter. If you keep these bags here and it is time for the snow to melt,
where would you see the melting of the snow outside with the fields and not with matter
but with how much the fields is covered? It will be interesting if you let us now. Now
you increased it for awhile and then the temperature went back down (close to where you
started before adding the extra CH3). If the field expansion expanded from 10 meters to
11 meters now you say 22 is the balance temperature. With the walls of the house and
everything else this field will stay at 22 or 23. We know this and now you confirm it.
K: what will be interesting is when the winter comes if you keep on adding CH3 more to
the wall side or to the whole house would you push the barrier of the 22 degrees further
out towards the outside wall of the house?
Erich: I think I would; maybe I should try to increase the amount of the liquid plasma in
one end of the house and not in the rest. So, in the living room here are the northern end
of the house I could use the special ganses from Paul (Togo) to make stronger fields.
K: what ganses are you using?
Erich: the ganses I am using have been produced by Eva. But I have ganses that have
been produced by Paul that he made with his mind.
K: yes, but what are the ganses?
Erich: we are talking about the 4 basic ganses: the CO2, the CuO, the CH3 and the ZnO. I
have considered trying Paul’s ganses and maybe I should try to replace the bags of Eva’s
ganses to Paul’s ganses and try 3 to 4 times more volume of the liquid plasma. We also
increased the fields.
K: don’t forget there is a factor…is it warmer on the ground level or is it colder on the
first floor? This would be interesting to know.
Erich: it is approximately one degree colder on the first floor than the second floor. You
have to know on one side the house is 2 stories and on the other side it is one story. Part
of the lower rooms are cellar rooms and the others are free standing rooms like a normal
house on the ground. If I measure the temperature on the floor of the lower level I have
about 22 degrees on the floor and as I said last time I had a MaGrav at the northern end of
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the house. The effect of the heating goes to the southern end of the house in the first
floor and the cellar floor. It is amazing because before I got the MaGrav I had a very
weak heating effect. I felt there was something like a little more temperature in the house
that I would expect to have without heating. But as soon as I put the MaGrav in the
heating started working.
K: this is what we see and we are developing commercial technologies like this because
the 22 degrees is the pleasure fields that people are comfortable to work in. What we are
looking at in Ghana is to produce materials so we don’t need to feel 30 and 40 degrees
Celsius inside. We can isolate ourselves from it by using different Magravs and different
ganses. We know it can be done. If you look at the history of the man we could live in
log houses or houses with straw that feel warm. When the structures get wet they release
the ganses that work with the material of the wood and more so than a brick house. So
what we are doing is trying to put straw mixed into the gans material and this allows the
transfer of material and a balance system.
K: we have done some tests with this in Ghana; interesting data is coming up and more
research is needed so that we can create conditions that the temperature inside always
stays around 20 to 22. In a way we introduce dynamic straw into the structure of the
house.
Erich: this is very interesting. For new houses I am working on something that will be
ready in a week to help with existing houses just with the bags of the liquid gans water.
It will be very interesting to see how that will work.
K: if you add some more zinc to it, it will be interesting to see how the emotion of the
people in the house changes too. Or do they become more lovable to each other. You
put zinc in the house and they don’t need to have oysters.
Erich: I think it will be very beneficial for more harmonic life to have zinc in the
neighborhood. No doubt about that.
K: I will love to know how they react.
Erich: I can tell you another thing that I have started for Paul’s cure for losing weight. I
have not been so successful; I have lost some weight but Paul’s has never tried this on
someone on my age. He asked me to breathe from the zinc and I made a bottle with some
tubes and put in some of his universe Zinc liquid plasma.
K: let me give you a tip that may work on some people. I will give you the scientific data
behind it. You can lose weight by eating more. But you have to know how, what and the
way you eat. I have explained this in the Chinese food when you cook with foods at the
high temperatures. The Chinese have been in the nano business for a long time when
they created the wok. They add a salt and create a gans and when you eat the food it is
already in a position that the stomach wants to create the enzymes. The energy is used by
the body when you pre-gans in the (cooking) pot. Now when you eat the food the body
has to work to get rid of it because now it has to use the energy. So you lose weight by
what you have eaten.
K: This is one of the reasons the Chinese are slim unless they consume in the wrong way.
You see them consume a huge amount of food and I say how can they eat so much of the
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same thing at breakfast and lunch time? And the whole process is because when they
cook and use the wok which is high temperature, the vegetable and meat touch the pan
and it is already nano coated. Then they add the water and put some salt in and in a short
time it goes to the rapid production of gans. Now it is free energy and the minute they eat
the food the energy is received and it doesn’t need to go through a digestion process in a
way. Now the carrots, meat or whatever you have eaten, the body has received the energy
and has to work to get rid of it. It is a natural process. Now you use negative energy and
you use Chinese food.
K: nobody ever understood this and I have said many times that in a way when I
explained if you eat ¼ watermelon everyday the body uses the sugar it needs and then it
has to work to get rid of it; it is a negative energy. The same thing goes for the Chinese
food and the same thing when you add zinc oxide to the CH3. It satisfies the bottom (?
2.24.14) and you have satisfied the emotion. You go home and you say you are so
happy. In the house you receive the fields you need and you are not stressed and angry. I
am looking into this development and have for a long time. We understand it fully. You
have to understand why there is hunger. It works on some and doesn’t work on some.
You have to understand the process.
K: You look at the obesity in the western world. We walked away from the natural
process of what we have been brought up to do. Obesity and higher fat people are
coming in china and other countries. The amount of salt they put in the food creates a
condition that it forces the creation of bags for the salt in the water because one day the
body might need salt because there is sodium in the blood and the stomach of the man.
Our body works in a salt condition and not an acidic condition. So it needs salt to hold
for the future and it absorbs protein to create a sack to hold it as water; it doesn’t hold it
as a solid. It holds it as the liquid gans of the salt and that leads to the obesity and fatter
and fatter condition. Our emotion is stored inside the salt strength of the body.
K: This means that we get fatter when we get stressed because the field strength is
connected to the amino acid of the salt strength of the body of the man. If you change the
salt content you will find out….you never see salt and pepper on the table in many
countries unless you ask for it. In the western world it has to be on the table. In most of
the countries you don’t even see it because the body has adjusted and it cannot put the
weight on. You want to lose weight, you have to understand the process. It is not that if I
eat Chinese food I will lose weight. Understand how the food is cooked and what is put
in it. In the western world Chinese food has a lot of starch so it is sticky and gluey.
K: We don’t see that in the original way. The heat creates a gans and nano coats it
immediately. You want to lose weight there are many ways to do it to make the food the
negative process. Or, satisfy the need of the emotion and you find out the body doesn’t
need it. There is a specific salt in the body of the man that connects with the emotion
which connects to the amino acid to hold onto it so that I make the sacks of the fat. The
salt emotion is very specific and it is controlled directly by the zinc oxide. The salt of
zinc is connected directly to the emotion of the man. And nobody up to now has
managed to make it because it is created only inside the body of the man in the
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gravitational magnetic field strength of the body which is the containment of the
physicality of the fields.
K: can we give time to Klaus to come in? 228.30
Klaus Dieter Bauer: we will show how the gans works on the body. First we did some
studies and put small patches of gans on acupuncture points and measured the people
before and after and we see incredible results with this tuning of the system meridians. I
can show how this system works and we can show the gans works with the body.
Klaus D: here is a small pdf: (2.31.18)
IQ-WELL Scanning is a computer-based bio-energetic health system for analysis and
information medicine. It has two expert systems that provide reliable results on the
health of a person. The device scans the vibrational patterns, or the information
framework of the human body and with its software developed in decades recognizes the
vibration differences between the normal range and pathology. At the same time, the IQWELL scanning device evaluates the human’s ability to regulate. In this way,
pathological processes can be assessed in their individual form.
Modified frequencies are measured by means of sensors in a simple and
harmonious manner, compared and illustrated with the help of software. The device
analyzes the energetic deviations of the individual organs and cells, from the normal
vibration pattern. The difference is recorded and the energy weaknesses determined. In
doing so the internal organs as well as all bones and connective tissue are examined and
evaluated even up to the cell plane.
For you the analysis is completely painless without blood sampling and without
harmful radiation exposure. You will get information on how to support your body in its
specific function.
No promises of healing are given during the analysis, nor does it replace a
diagnosis method approved by the medical community. Nevertheless we believe the IQWELLScan provides valuable insights for the development of a holistic treatment
strategy. The decision about the use of the IQ-WELLScan is yours!
Klaus: This system shows us 250 parameters for the bio-functions. We measure this in
only one or two minutes. Before when we did the old systems it took one to two hours
and was very complicated to study. Now it is easy to show everyone when we change
things. (2.32.22) this is the small device and you need a computer. There are 2
electrodes for the head and one sensor for the hand. You see me sitting in the photo and
after the analysis we can show this in different pictures and we see if there is too much or
too little? For the organs, for the vitamins, the enzymes and many other things you can
show this in two minutes.
Klaus: now we start this and a friend of mine has the international rights to sell this.
Now we are studying with this Scan technology all the things we do with the ganses.
Any questions, please?
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K: what does this mean; can you explain to this.
Klaus: we can measure the bio-functional level in your body. When you eat, drink
something or make different applications for the body we can show the difference before
and after. Here on this page you see the vitamins and we have a test in Austria. We
make two small patches for the acupuncture points for Lung 1 in the traditional Chinese
medicine. About 5 minutes later we measure again and we see that the vitamin level and
the bio-functional parameters have changed. So we can show and look at what happens
when we work with ganses in the body.
K: does it increase or decrease in the body? For example with zinc gans does it increase?
Klaus: it’s an amalgamation. It brings it higher in the body and when you have less it
brings it in the middle. It is called modulation difference (? 2.35.41).
K: what do we see if you put the gans of zinc oxide on an acupuncture point?
Klaus: this program has less on the vitamins and we give them CH3 on the Lung 1 and
then the vitamins are exactly.
K: explain more; you are the scientist and we are the laymen.
Klaus: every input on the bio-physical system on the people changes dynamically in
every situation. If they eat something the bio-function of the zinc changes. In the
stomach different things have to work and we can show what works and how it works.
K: can we see the effect of the materials on different parts of the body?
Klaus: yes.
K: let’s say we use zinc oxide can we see if it affects the arm or the liver?
Klaus: yes, we can see that. And next month we have to study this and test some people
and show what kind of material on what point brings the change.
K: let me go a step further. What about what we were just talking about before in respect
to putting the gans of the zinc oxide in the room? Now we don’t use acupuncture but we
use the environment. Can we see if there is a change? Can you measure these things?
Klaus: yes; we show this in the factories when we change the room quality with minerals.
We have seen that the changes can be measured. When we are running a small reactor
with zinc oxide and we measure people before they come into a room and sit for 20
minutes. Then we measure them again so we can show the difference.
K: what is the difference?
Klaus: we begin now to study these things. We have many studies with other materials
and now we begin to study with the ganses.
K: what are the other materials and your scientific data?
Klaus: I can show you this in the next presentation that I have made for the last 25 years
with different companies. In Austria we will prepare this when I return. We will show
the different studies we make with the ganses and the room quality when we have run
different reactors.
K: remember when I met with you that you were supposed to make a system with us so
we could understand the strength of CO2 and then say this material is CO2. Or this
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material is zinc oxide or a percentage of zinc oxide. How far are we with that
equipment?
Klaus: I use this for more than 20 years.
K: have you tested with the gans so you can tell us this is the gans and the level of gans in
the mixture? Were you going to make a video of this so we can see it?
Klaus: the crystallization – yes, we have to know what kind of gans you want to measure
and we can build the level and show it.
K: are we at the position to give a portable unit to people so they can see what they
produce at home or in the laboratories?
Klaus: you need a very clean room.
K: no problem; we are negotiating with the measurement companies around the world.
They want to see a system developed so that people can send their gans to a lab to see if it
is a gans of CO2, ZnO or whatever.
Klaus: the simplest thing is to measure this with a gas spectrometer analyzer. We have
some of these devices but they are expensive. They cost $30,000 to $50,000.
K: so we can measure the gans material and this is a gans, this is not a gans or whatever?
We want to measure ganses.
Klaus: in Austria I send them probes and they make them for me.
K: so we can meet shortly and discuss how to do it.
Klaus: when Dr. Klaus is back in Austria we can meet and do this.
K: thank you very much.
K; I see a message in the background and we have Herbert in south Sudan University. Is
he available? Is he lecturing or has he finished.
Dr. Klaus Priller: he is still lecturing and I sent a picture to Rick to show it. His
bandwidth is very bad. Here is the picture of the lecture (2.43.30). Can he hear us?
Herbert: hello, this is Herbert. I can hear you.
K: thank you very much for working in South Sudan. What is this lecture about?
Herbert: we are live on line and listening to your lecture with some members of the core
team who have attended and some students from Catholic University here. The first time
was too difficult to understand.
K: give us the background of the students; are they engineering?
Herbert: they are students of special sciences.
K: the purpose of these teachings you are doing is to give the message to these people to
keep these brains in Africa and be assets of Africa. This is what a problem is. We
support the works like you are doing to support keeping the assets (the students,
graduates) in the nation. That is what we told you last time. We will start financing
teaching and development in Africa for this process. They are well educated and highly
educated but the environment is not there for them, even in Ghana. We have one of the
students who work for us in masters who was in a press interview in the last few weeks.
They said they are trained in Atomic University but they could not give us a job. Now
we have a job with Keshe Foundation. Now we can stay in our home country. We have
to change that these assets are leaving their countries. Thank you for your work.
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Herbert: my wish is that we can get some books for the students. The internet is not
always available and we need some books that they can read.
K: the books are all on the website and they can download it. They can print them
cheaply in Africa. The books are free of charge everywhere in the world. Now that the
books are free just print them for a couple of dollars. This is our gift to humanity.
Herbert: thank you very much. This after now after this lecture I have an invitation from
the Ministry for Human Affairs who have called me to go for 1.5 hours. Tomorrow is the
presentation in the University.
K: thank you for your hard work.
Herbert: it’s my pleasure; thank you for your teaching.
K: what you are doing has been my wish for decades. If you can record your
conferences, even audios, we will put them as part of the teaching as we all teach in
different ways.
Herbert: I will be back in Austria next Monday.
K: I have taught in different universities in Africa and it is a pleasure to see these people
devoted to change. We have to give them the background. Many of these scientists leave
by boat because there are no jobs at home. We have to give them jobs, keep them home
and ‘destroy the boat.’ Thank you very much.
Rick: some people are asking about the books being free on the internet as a pdf. Is it
only for the African people?
K: the people who want to read the books can download them and donate what they wish
to the foundation. We got to the point that we opened the patents and the books are in
Chinese and different languages. We will start printing the books in China in the coming
weeks. All our books that people want in hard copy will be published and printed and
sent out of China. We have lost trust in where we had them printed. They took a huge
amount of money from us as you all know they refused to deliver the books by the
instructions of the people that are behind it. We paid 25000 Euro, they refuse to print the
books, and they take the money and run.
K: we understand the reasons behind this. We move all our books and publishing to
mainland China as we trust the nation and we work through the nation. We have 8000
books left with Belgian printers in work that was set up for them to do. All the books, if
you go to the internet, you can download them. The hard copies will be distributed from
China. The books have been the backbone of financing a lot of good works of the
foundation. The books are there; if you download them and learn from them, then put it
back by contributing to the foundation. In Africa everything is free and the African
students can register freely online, download one and spread them around. I have seen
the same thing in S____ and Kinshasa. Paying 25 Euro for a book is too much. (2.54.02)
everything to the nations who are developing in the space technology in Africa is totally
free from the Keshe Foundation.
K: is there anything else?
Dr. Klaus: I want to tell Herbert since he had a lot of expenses in south Sudan that if he
needs support, KF Austria will help him with the printing costs. So please stay in
contact.
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Herbert: Okay Klaus, I hear you and thank you.
K: if you put a budget to the University, see how many copies they want to produce—50,
100, 1000 and how much it will cost for the University printing office to download and
print them. The foundation will pay for them.
Herbert: we will make a budget.
K: it is 200 or 300 pages and we made a payment to the University to print them. It
cannot be sold and it has to be given to the students freely.
K: this is the work we do as the work of the foundation. The knowledge has to be free
for those who cannot afford it and we provide it. This is the way we started 30 years ago
and we keep our ethos. No man should fall behind just because of financial means. That
is why all our teachings are free. We do have Europeans and people in Saudi Arabia who
could not afford the books and we give them freely. The first books of the KF went to
Saudis who could not afford them.
Rick: is that on the main KF website?
K: what is on the main KF website is for sale; the books are free on the internet. We
know this has been done millions of times and it’s a pleasure to see that.
Rick: so people find the pdf copy?
K: the hard copies are for sale and are coming out of China where we will start printing
heavily. Thank you Herbert and we will see you back in Austria when you come back.
Rick: there was a background question about Naomi being healed with pads of ZnO, CO2
and CH3. Can you give us precision about the mixture?
K: the process has to be done by understanding the condition.
Rick: so the conditions are different for different people and different locations?
K: yes.
Rick: do they need to go through a doctor?
K: yes, we are trying to organize this through the KF doctors. Now I think there are 100
of them and we can teach the medical doctors. It has to be discussed so people
understand how to do this. Doctors advise each other in the medical teachings on
Wednesday afternoons. We put a section so people can write to doctors for advice.
Doctors are so busy they are looking after their own patients so we will gradually start
answering these in the future.
Jalal from Iraq: Hello Mr. Keshe.
K: I know this voice. How is the situation in Baghdad?
Jalal: I think we have had this situation for 5000 or 6000 years. Maybe it is the fields of
the minerals that are there. I would like to say that I will donate for the printing of the
books in South Sudan. I hope we open the door for that. I have one question about nanocoating. If I have a plastic tube what is the difference if I nano coat the inside or the
outside?
K: it depends what you want to use it for. If you are using it for water to pass through, do
the outside because the inside coating will be absorbed. If it is just to be a field you can
use both sides.
Jalal: if I want to make a gans of the gans, I put two plastic bottles and a plastic tube
between them. Can I only nano coat the inside or both inside and outside.
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K: do the inside, not both. If you want to hold the gans of the gans on a field plasma level
you need to maintain it and hold it inside. But you need to make it dynamic. When you
do it in a pipe it becomes like the plasma of a light extended. You have to understand the
difference of the shape.
Jalal: I tried it and I didn’t have much because it is not dynamic. So I will change it so it
is dynamic. Thank you.
K: you can send your donation to Austria KF and they will send it from there to South
Sudan University.
Jalal: by the way is the payment card open?
K: you can do the bank transfer to Austria or if you pay by ….
Dr. Klaus: I can send him how to do it directly.
K: yes, then it goes from KF Austria directly to South Sudan because everyone from
Austria can support it from there. Thank you.
K: here is the picture of the South Sudan officials signing the peace treaty last week
(3.03.19). I might have very good news for all of you very soon. I have to hold it for
now. I see Giovanni has joined it.
Carolina: Happy Birthday Giovanni! 3.03.55
Keshe: it’s nice to hear your voice. How is Naomi?
Giovanni: very good Mr. Keshe. She continues to improve and now she is drinking 3
glasses through the mouth every day. She is not speaking yet.
K: she will; now that she has started swallowing, she will strengthen the tongue and the
voice box. When she starts eating the voice will come back faster. This is amazing.
Giovanni: yes and she wants to eat pizza too!
K: that’s fantastic. She’s Italian—she can’t help it to go for the pizza anytime. That is
fantastic. What is the situation with the 2 hospitals in Italy?
Giovanni: in September we start to do all of them and it is very good. I attach with them
and there is possibility to have support from other people who want to be in this kind of
project because it gives new possibilities for people to have support. We want to give all
the support to official medicine and we don’t want to start making substitutions of the
official medicine. We don’t want to create problems with the existing structure. I start to
collaborate with some doctors since I am the father of Naomi. I only need to write the
quantity of the gans. Next week I will meet with the doctors who did the MRIs from the
beginning. We can do an exact summary of the progress, what has changed and what we
can show them. It is possible that this can all be done. I think all the people can receive
help from all this information.
K: as we discussed this will be used as the test trial for other coma patients and patients
with head injuries. In the two hospitals it can be used as a bench mark of how you bring
people out of comas and how you treat brain injuries such as Naomi’s. You have done
good data collection of what was done, what the results were. There are enough videos
that were done to see the progress week by week.
Giovanni: I collected all the material with what I have done and the photos of before the
application and then photos from a day later and a week later. I have all the photos in the
file in a scientific order. It was very clear and precise that I did.
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K: we have to inform you that the hospital which was working with KF in Italy has
already given us a massive land space that is theirs in Ghana. We have the documents
and it’s a huge space of land so we can do in Ghana. That was in turn for our sharing
with them and letting them to be able to develop it. I thank the doctors in the hospital.
This is a huge, massive 100 acres of land they have given to the foundation. We thank
the doctors in the hospital that we can be allowed to develop the technology in Africa.
Thanks for everything Giovanni. At least we managed to bring Naomi back to being able
to drink. One day we will have to tell her to ‘shut up’ (from talking so much again!)
K: now that she starts drinking and eating her voice will come back. It is more than 5
weeks since you started using the headphones.
Giovanni: yes.
K: that is very rapid. It is fantastic.
Giovanni: there was a switch immediately when we started using the headphones.
Rick: does she listen to music?
K: she listens to everything. You don’t want to know! She was ‘naughty’ when se was in
Balata, but with this she is 100 times worse!
Giovanni: in this video, usually until some months ago I had her listen to music. There
were a couple of months where I started to teach her in a specific way. What she listened
to and when I speak to her I speak only about spiritual things. If I show a DVD I show
messages of spiritual masters and teachings. She had this experience that was very big
for her life and it was not casual. So I feel that my job now is to help her to become a
new spiritual being and I feed her spiritual words. Last night during sleep I spoke to her
about love, fast recovery and the possibility that she can bring the right part back very
well. I do this every night and I changed my approach with Naomi and I go deeply into
the spirit that way.
Giovanni: I do the same for me. There is no reason for us to do nothing about this. I
think it is up to me and my daughter and we need to change and jump to a high spiritual
level. So I have a hand in this and I practice. My wife keeps me honest in this.
K: it is nice to see you laughing after the one year of pressure. I admire your soul and all
you have done for Naomi. Naomi used to teach our son and all she could teach him was
what was ‘naughty’ in Italian language and life! She always said he had to learn these or
otherwise he would not become Italian. Thank you very much for everything.
Giovanni: thank you to all.
Erich from Denmark: I have another question about soul to soul communication. I have
been in the practice of this for some years. When I have a connection to another person
and when I think of this person I immediately get feedback very clearly. Lately I am
teaching soul to soul. What annoys me is that it is not received in a conscious level. I
wonder what I do in order to get these messages clearly in my consciousness so I can act
on them immediately so it materializes in days or weeks.
K: I don’t understand.
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Erich: if someone tries to send me a message soul to soul, I cannot take it into my
consciousness. It is in there and it materializes and later I understand what I got. Later I
understand that I received it.
K: I don’t understand what you are explaining. Is it that you don’t understand the
message when you receive it, but you get it later on?
Erich: I have been showed that I heard the message correctly but the message does not
appear in my consciousness. So if someone tells me (in one of these messages) I don’t
always instantly know I have received it. I have been getting the message immediately
and I would like to be able to do that.
K: it is the maturity of the soul. The more we understand our own function and how we
operate the faster we reach that point. One day soon I will answer these questions. There
are things happening in the background. If I explain to you further it can cause mayhem
in some places. Come back to me in a few months and I will tell you how it is done and
how you can receive it. You can decide not to act upon these. It is your consciousness
and soul. In a way this goes into your structure and you are not aware of it. I have
explained this in some medical teachings the last two years. It is in the consciousness.
Erich: thank you Mr. Keshe for everything you do for us.
K: thank you; I have been to every corner in this planet and it’s becoming internationally
(known) how freely we share our knowledge. Is there anything else Rick? Shall we call
it a day?
The KF teaching now is extended to Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursdays. On Tuesday
the consultation regarding the peace plan, One Nation One Planet starts at 4pm European
time where the core of the universal members and the core members of the KF as well as
the members of the EC are present. This is open to the public. You can join the
discussion or bring your ideas forth in writing the charter for the One Nation, One Planet.
On Wednesdays Rick has his usual workshops that are fantastic and practical.
K: as of the 15th of September the medical and agriculture teachings start again along
with the spaceship institute teachings. The teaching and expansion of knowledge in
Chinese will be opened in the coming time so the Chinese can join the teaching in
Chinese language across the world. We are looking to expand other directions but most
of the teachings have been expanded into 18 languages. You can have access to these.
Thank you very much to the Keshe team worldwide and for all of you what you are
doing. Hopefully we can change the course very soon. Thank you very much indeed.
We can take this away with your music as Carolina says.
Rick: flint has this lined up. Thank you and this brings to an end the 186the Knowledge
Seekers Workshop on Thursday, August 24, 2017.
Keshe: there is something, Rick, before I forget. There is a possibility that during our
visit to Iran I will not be able to participate in the Knowledge Seekers Workshops if the
band width is not there to do. We will try to leave a message when we are in Iran, but we
will be there in our souls. Thank you very much.
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